PROtLM
PLANT RELIABILITY OPTIMISED
through LUBRICATION MANAGEMENT

Time-proven Lubrication expertise, tailored to
keep your business running smoothly
Bijur Delimon International (Denco Lubrication Ltd) has a nationwide network of lubrication technicians working
within manufacturing plants throughout the UK, applying tailored lubrication programmes across a wide range of
industries including Steel Works, Power Stations, Cement Works, Paper Mills and Pharmaceutical Plants to name but
a few. BDI are ISO9001 accredited, Alcumus (Safe Contractor) approved and a member of Achilles UVDB.
TOTAL LUBRICATION MANAGEMENT

BDI LUBRICATION TECHNICIANS

Our ‘cradle-to-grave’ plant lubrication
service...

Fully qualified and continuously trained to meet the high
demands of their role and our customer’s expectations

BDI work in collaboration with clients to ensure maximum
plant availability and minimise downtime.
“No lubrication-related failures” is our constant goal.
Working with our PC-based lubrication software tailored
specifically to the plant, we apply lubricants accurately
and consistently to ensure correct lubrication to all plant
areas with no wastage.
BDI also offer a plant charting service which goes hand-inglove with the lubrication programme. We will work
together with your lubricants supplier (whilst not being
bound to them) to guarantee the correct grade and
quantity of lubricant is applied to each and every
component in a timely manner.

Comply totally with all health, safety and environmental
practice and procedures at all times
Have Client Contractors National Safety Group (CCNSG)
certification
Work together in teams numbering from 1 to 4+ (depending on
the scale of the lubrication programme) agreed in conjunction
with the client
Provide detailed reports and analysis of operational
performance to the client
Supported in-house by Safety Advisors qualified to NEBOSH
and IOSH standards
Covered by BDI’s Employers Liability Insurance up to £10m and
Public & Protect Liability Insurance up to £5m.

For more information please contact:

01432 365000
R

Tel: +44 (0)1432 365000
Email: info@bijurdelimon.co.uk
Web: www.bijurdelimon.com
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DENCO LUBRICATION LIMITED, RAMSDEN COURT, RAMSDEN ROAD, ROTHERWAS INDUSTRIAL ESTATE, HEREFORD, HR2 6LR
An IMCI Company
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